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Modern, distributed applications demand new levels of security and scaling and drive
new datacenter architectures that are software defined and increasingly hardware
assisted — a common operating environment across datacenter switches and
data processing units (DPUs) to create a unified datacenter fabric.
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Introduction
As organizations transform themselves digitally, they are increasingly pursuing a multicloud strategy by deploying
a mix of cloud-native and traditional workloads across on-premises and cloud environments, as shown in Figure 1.
Applications are becoming more distributed, with a significant increase in east-west traffic between application
components. Unfortunately, many dedicated or private cloud environments are often burdened by heterogeneous and
fragmented networks, resulting in complex operations that slow down the speed of businesses and present security risks.
The first order of business is to make these on-premises, collocated datacenters, or private hosted clouds, as agile,
available, and secure as public clouds. More than ever, CIOs are directing their IT teams to embrace cloud operating
models for datacenter infrastructure so that they can create a unified and consistent provisioning, management, and
orchestration layer across dedicated and shared compute, storage, and networking infrastructure assets.
Furthermore, with the rise in cybersecurity attacks, the workloads shown in Figure 1 must be secure and always on to
support the organization's digital experience objectives. As such, there is a need for a stronger security posture and a
high-availability architecture. The longer-term goal should be a unified fabric across private and public clouds, with a
single network and security operating model that enables agility, security, availability, visibility, and operational simplicity.
As applications become increasingly distributed across a broad cloud landscape, from private clouds to public clouds and
edge environments, there is an urgent need for network security functions to be similarly delivered in a granular and
distributed architecture. Cloud operators must extend networking to the host to deploy microsegmentation and
distributed firewalls to limit the potential damage from any attack that penetrates the perimeter firewall and spreads
laterally inside the datacenter.
Clearly, scaling the firewall appliance model and tromboning network traffic from the server to a centralized appliance
inserted somewhere in the network are expensive and inefficient approaches. Considerable progress has been made on
extending overlay networks to the host, with essential network and security functions increasingly virtualized and deployed
on general-purpose CPUs. However, these approaches steal significant CPU cycles from revenue-generating workloads.
They also entail a fractured operating model between the hypervisor and the physical network fabric, creating conflict
between DevOps and NetOps while incurring expensive per-CPU licensing fees. These factors limit the ability of
an organization to deploy and manage unified, automated, and secure cloud services across its private cloud landscape.
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FIGURE 1: Workload Mix and Category Changes, 2020 and 2025
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Source: Defining Cloud-Native Workloads: An Infrastructure Perspective (IDC #US48850222, February 2022) and Worldwide Enterprise Infrastructure
Workloads Forecast, 2021–2025 (IDC #US48467521, December 2021)
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The Solution: A Unified Network Fabric
What is required is a simpler, scalable, and consistent approach to network automation, aligned with cloud agility and
streamlined operations. Unifying, automating, and securing overlay and underlay networking from the switch to the host
across this distributed application landscape can reduce operational cost and increase business velocity. Ideally, such a
solution would provide a common network operating system and unified networking fabric across switches and hosts
and would support heterogeneous infrastructure comprising multiple hypervisors, Kubernetes, and bare metal
workloads. The ideal cloud infrastructure includes distributed segmentation and security services, without the complexity
and clutter of appliance sprawl, and should enable east-west encryption (for server-to-server, site-to-site, and
site-to-public-cloud use cases).
A few hyperscale cloud providers have solved this problem by introducing their own custom silicon into their
infrastructure stack. This custom silicon (called a function-offload accelerator, a data processing unit [DPU], or
a SmartNIC) is usually installed as a discrete coprocessor to directly handle several core processor functions, such as
security, networking, and networked data access. It also functions in a supervisory capacity, mitigating the risk of
higher-level network, disk/flash, or memory-based software code exploiting low-level hardware vulnerabilities.
This approach is starting to be adopted by several service providers and enterprises, where DPUs are employed in a
datacenter as a discrete resource within a server (computing platform) and act as offload engines for CPU-intensive
processes that are needed to support distributed network and security services. This DPU approach to networking on the
host has several advantages over a software-only approach, delivering hardware-accelerated performance, eliminating
the CPU tax on the host, and providing a clear line of demarcation between NetOps, SecOps, and DevOps teams.
DevOps teams need not worry about deploying network services and managing networking and security software on
their hosts, while NetOps teams gain control over the network functions that are running in high-performance DPUs.
Furthermore, the DPU can provide a consistent experience for all workloads, whether they are bare metal, virtualized, or
containerized. The resulting fabric, created by a network of DPUs and the switches to which they are connected,
functions as a hypercustomized datacenter backplane.
This backplane seamlessly extends portions of server-based virtualization, networking, and security functions to the
datacenter network fabric. This approach creates a consistent software-defined, hardware-accelerated networking,
security, and monitoring fabric across the entire datacenter. It dramatically boosts utilization of all system components
while reducing configuration complexity. The backplane also enables consistent "no compromises" functionality in a
shared environment. It limits the ability of a "nonoperator approved" outsider to access the control environment and
limits exploits built on this vulnerability.
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Benefits of a Unified Network Fabric
Organizations looking at adopting scaling approaches that have become de facto standards in many hyperscale
datacenters stand to benefit tremendously in the long run. The benefits of a DPU-enabled unified networking fabric apply
not only to the primary datacenter but also to remote and edge locations and locations without physical access or where
a traditional network switch cannot be deployed.
A Common Operational Model Enables Smooth Migration
With an SDN-automated, unified fabric across switches and DPUs, a framework is in place to support both DPU-enabled
hosts and non-DPU hosts, whereby the switches will aggregate and support non-DPU-enabled devices. In fact, some
servers or devices, such as IoT gateways, might never support a DPU. A unified network fabric allows operators to have a
single network operational model for any cloud workload, helping reduce the operational costs and complexity of
managing a distributed cloud network.
Uniform Resource Utilization and Pervasive Visibility
A unified fabric delivers consistent experience across all services in the cloud landscape, with full visibility. The
architecture has the ability to offload management functions to a fabric across bare metal, virtual, and containerized
compute and can be handled in a CPU-agnostic manner, without requiring installation of software agents on the host
operating system. DPUs are autonomous in nature (i.e., can be bootstrapped using a unique operating system or
hypervisor instance) and able to create their own function fabric that decouples privileged execution from the operating
system or hypervisor instance running on the CPU-based platforms. This functionality makes them particularly valuable in
shared infrastructure environments where multitenant isolation must be enforced across traditional and cloud-native
workloads belonging to different organizations or departments. In such environments, a high volume of intra-datacenter
(or even intra-server) traffic is common. Additionally, pervasive visibility provides actionable insights into the traffic
traversing the entire network fabric — inclusive of overlays, switch-based underlays, and DPU-based connectivity — thus
obviating the need for a separate and parallel appliance-based visibility infrastructure.
Intrinsic and Tamperproof Distributed Security
A security framework independent of the CPU subsystem is immune from low-level hardware vulnerabilities.
Operator-defined network and security policies extend across the switch fabric and reach directly into virtualized
functions on the server. By executing management components in a separate physical device, operators can ensure
physical isolation between the management and payload components. This helps mitigate the security complexity that
results from device chaining and fragmented security policy as well as the inefficiency of traffic tromboning. Additional
benefits include the elimination of overprovisioning associated with hardware appliances as well as cost reductions that
derive from not having to pay for software-based firewall licensing.
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Improved Return on Infrastructure Investments
Greater utilization of revenue-generating server infrastructure results from offloading the processing of network and
security functions to dedicated DPU hardware. Offloading embedded and management components frees up processing
clock cycles for user-space workloads. IDC finds that even with very capable CPUs and platforms built with two or more
CPUs per platform, it is not uncommon for users to experience symptoms due to resource constraints — many of which
manifest themselves in the form of slow network or data access. Offloading processor-intensive control functions for the
physical interfaces from the CPU enables the core user-space payload to receive more resources and perform better.
Flexibility of Open Networking
Multiple benefits accrue from the flexibility of open networking, including hardware cost savings associated with a
broader range of open hardware (as contrasted with vertically integrated proprietary network hardware), and from the
ability to source hardware from a wider supply chain, thus reducing the impact of supply chain issues that can affect
some vendors more than others.

Considerations
Unified switched and DPU-based fabric approaches enable network automation — spanning switches and servers — to
be unified across an application environment distributed in and across clouds. This unified fabric overcomes the
limitations of current network architectures that include overprovisioned fixed-function network and security appliances,
fragmented and often incomplete automation and visibility tools, disconnected underlay and overlay networks, and a
disjointed application virtualization environment.
The biggest opportunity for IT buyers lies in discarding comforting notions about "tried and trusted" approaches.
Software-defined, hardware-accelerated composability for datacenter scaling is just getting started, and while true
hardware disaggregation may be further in the future for many organizations, DPU-based fabric connectivity is effective
in providing a meaningful solution for companies as they chart out investments in next-generation infrastructure.
IT buyers must do the following:

» Examine vendor approaches to determine the functionality and openness offered by the vendor as a service or via
its products. They should also explore the migration path from current architectures to more distributed
architectures before deciding on which product or service to procure.

» Consider clear demarcations of responsibility given that the DPU directly connects to the server. Network teams
will also have to consider automated network and security policies, an area where some organizations may have
skills gaps.
Nonetheless, the need for comprehensive and consistently applied network automation from the switching fabric to the
host is growing, and many organizations will find a unified approach to the challenge compelling.
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Conclusion
As applications become more distributed, organizations will find it critical to
evaluate newer architectural approaches to datacenter scaling and security.
The focus should be on improving the scale and agility of the service delivery
infrastructure while gaining a stronger security posture and achieving
operational simplification. Despite being adopted and used by hyperscale
service providers over the past few years, DPUs remain a relatively new
technology for most enterprise IT buyers. The situation is rapidly changing as
several new options make their way to market. In IDC's view, increasingly acute
customer requirements and a growing array of effective solutions will lead to
software-defined, hardware-assisted composable infrastructure becoming
commonplace in enterprise datacenters.

As applications become
more distributed, CIOs
and IT decision makers
are encouraged to
evaluate new datacenter
architectures to improve
agility, scaling, and
security of the service
delivery infrastructure.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR
About Pluribus Networks
Pluribus Networks delivers unified cloud networking that provides agility, security, automation and visibility across
distributed clouds. Our Unified Cloud Fabric™ solution can be deployed in single-site or multi-site cloud data center
environments to unify and automate networking and distributed security across switches and servers, overlay and
underlay networks and distributed clouds. Once deployed, the workload agnostic and SDN automated fabric reduces
network operations tasks by orders of magnitude, improves the security posture inside the data center and provides
pervasive visibility and intelligent analytics for every flow across the network. The Unified Cloud Fabric is powered by
the Linux-based Netvisor® ONE operating system which runs on open networking switches and DPUs, delivering
innovation, cost efficiency and freedom from vendor lock-in. We enable network and security operations teams to
move securely at the speed of cloud, with superior economics, so they can delight their customers time and time
again.
For more information www.pluribusnetworks.com
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